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Dear customer & friend of ES&S!

We have extended our range of products - why don't you come and visit us!

How about a dust and waterproof IP67 cable assembly – now with a much shorter body for a compact
and space-saving mounting. With the high quality processed socket a reliable data transmission is
guaranteed! 
Our multifunctional 6 in 1 USB-C docking station is an enrichment for everyone! The stylish and han-
dy docking station offers you numerous application possibilities. Combine and network your end de-
vices in an uncomplicated way! 
Do you need a RJ45 extension cable with flange and M3 thread for panel mounting? Get to know our
evergreen RJ45 female flange cable! 

Maybe you are looking for a Flat Flexible Cable with an IPEX connector? We offer this I-PEX cable in
different FFC lengths or as a type D variant, stripped on both ends. 
Or how about an IPEX cable set? We supply single strands with a mounted: I-PEX connector. The
other side is equipped with crimp contacts but unplugged. So you have the possibility to equip the
corresponding housing chambers of the supplied connectors according to your own cable plans. 
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You need something small that can withstand high currents? ES&S has the right solution: our cable
assembly with a HIROSE connector of the DF58 series. The very flat design, the highly conductive
material and the contact resistance, which was reduced by the ViSe Lock mechanism, make the con-
nector something special. 

Customer-specific assemblies are of course possible at any time. We will gladly advise you! Find out
more and have a look at our products on our website: 

KAB-IP67-USB-A-M-USB-A-M-2000RK-M20-S ADA-USB-C-6-IN-1-DOCKING-STATION KAB-RJ45-F-PANEL-RJ45-M-0600RK

KAB-I-PEX-20453-040T-0100-FFC-A KAB-SET-I-PEX-20453-040-DF13-XXDS-0500LI KAB-DF58-03S-0300LI

We hope you enjoy exploring our product range! 

Your ES&S Team 
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